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Asset Framing

Coined by Trabian Shorters, "Asset-
Framing" is the principle and narrative

model that defines communities by their
aspirations and contributions, rather than

their challenges and deficits.





The purpose of Asset-Framing is to give the primary mind a fuller set
of information and associations to draw upon when making

decisions.
 

Asset-Framing is a cognitive skill for priming associations of genuine
‘worth’ rather than priming fear as our sole motivator for equitable

action.
 

A good practice in Asset-Framing is to state what you want (prime
hope) twice as often as you state what you don’t want (prime fear).
This is because the mind holds on to fear stimulus longer and more
easily, so a 50/50 split is not sufficient to outweigh fear prompting.

 
https://www.chcf.org/wp-

content/uploads/2021/04/UnderstandingAssetFramingGuidelinesAuthors.pdf

Asset Framing



Defining people by their
challenges can be stigmatizing.

When using or exposed to Deficit-
Framing, your brain can begin to
match negative qualities to
certain people or groups. That
can have cognitive and social
consequences.

Over time, Deficit-Framing can
create cynicism and eat away at
hope.
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Defining people by their
aspirations is joyful and affirming.

When using or exposed to Asset
Framing, our brains can match
positive qualities of individuals
and groups. That can have
cognitive and social benefits.

Over time, Asset-Framing can
create hope and eat away at
cynacism.

Why is Defict Framing Harmful?





Let's practice



Asset Framing is not ONLY narrative work.

It's a mindset.

It's a practice.

It's an action.





Think about a time when you held, shifted to,
or experienced an asset-based mindset.

 
How did the asset mindset affect your actions?

Let's practice



Asset Mapping





Asset Mapping focuses on the
capabilities and positive strengths

(assets) that people and communities
have, rather than on the problems such

groups may be facing. By doing so, it
allows for us to leverage capabilities,
strengths, and resources in order to

plan with, and for, a community. 

Asset Mapping



Examples

There are MANY
ways to make an

asset map.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1svKVSz_r_SuhMl1G9_T8UNLBepgEDb4K9VMdqXlI5m8/edit


Note your sources.
Notice what you don't know or aren't sure about.
Ask trusted sources to help you fill in the gaps.

Week 1: Pick an asset mapping model you want to try

Week 2-4: Begin filling it in based on observations,
neighborhood walks, interviews, meetings, etc.

Let's practice



Engage community members in the research design
process, including goals and approach

https://chicagobeyond.org/researchequity/


Chicago Beyond's

Seven Inequities,

Seven

Opportunities 
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